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Barcelona. It having been stated by some gentlemen who heard

Professor Huxley's paper read, that Crayfishes were certainly supplied

to the Madrid market, I was led to move some of my Spanish friends

to make careful inquiries as to the localities whence these Madrid

Crayfishes are obtained. The result showed that they are procured

in considerable numbers at only a short distance from Madrid itself.

The Crayfish appears to be unknown in the rivers Douro and Tagus,

on the western side of the Peninsula, and in the Ebroon the eastern
;

but it is found abundantly in the Talegones and Escalote, rivulets

forming part of the sources of the Douro, in the Henares, one of

the sources of the Tagus, and in the upper part of the Jalon, an im-

portant tributary of the Ebro. Widely separated, however, as these

three rivers become in their courses to the sea, both east and west,

the rivulets I have mentioned as forming tiieir principal sources all

take their rise within an area probably not more than twenty miles

square, situated nearly in the centre of Spain, and about forty or fifty

miles north-east of Madrid. It is from these small streams that the

INIadrid market is supplied by fishermen of Alhama, Siguenza, and

Berlanga ; and these streams are the only ones well within the

borders of the Peninsula in which, so far as I can discover, the Cray-

fish is to be found. As before mentioned, Crayfishes are said to be

found about Barcelona ; but it may possibly turn out that they are

really caught in the small streams which, rising in the Pyrenees,

afterwards unite to form the river near which Barcelona stands.

My correspondents tell me that they can obtain no information of

the occurrence of the Crayfish south of Madrid ; and they add that

if tliey were known to be found there the markets of the capital

would not be solely supplied from the northern streams, as is now the

case. The peculiar localization of these crustaceans in the centre of

Spain suggests the idea of their having been specially introduced ; but

experiments in acclimatization are, I believe, unknown in the Penin-

sula ; and without attempting any explanation of the difficulty, I may
simply record the fact that the Crayfish is abundant in the rivulets

within the limited area I have mentioned.

2. Observations on the Characters of the Echinoidea. —III.

On some Genera and Species of the Temnopleuridce. By
F. Jeffrey Bell, M.A., F.Z.S.^ Professor of Comparative

Anatomy in King's College.

[Eeceived April 24, 1880.]

(Plate XLI.)

For the purposes of present convenience I adopt the name Tem-
nopleuridcB for those forms which are grouped under it by Prof.

Alex. Agassiz in his ' Eevision of the Echini.' I need not now de-
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fine it in detail, but will say merely of it that it includes those forms

which, with a varying arrangement of their ambulacral pores, are

provided with more or less distinct sutural pores or pits at the angles

of the coronal plates.

There is, perhaps, no group in which variations during growth are

more remarkable than they are in this ; there is certainly none in

which they are more instructive. Following the method I have

already adopted', I have, in the tables of measurement which form

the great body of this paper, expressed the absolute diameter of the

tests in millimetres, while for the height, the abactinal system, the

anal area, and the actinostome, the percentage values have been cal-

culated ; the poriferous zone is also occasionally added. Two re-

commendations present themselves for undertaking this exceedingly

laborious task : the changes which occur during growth are at once

seen ; and, secondly, an aid is afforded to that not small group of

naturalists who have not under their hands so large a series of forms

as is fortunately to be found in our own national collection. Dif-

ferences in proportion will not now form the chief ground on which

new species are established ; and the value of the British-Museum

series will be hereby extended to those naturalists who, for want of

such, are, naturally enough, led to regard their single immature

specimen as the representative of a new species'".

I. Temnopleurus, Agassiz.

The type of this genus is T. toreumaticus (see Agassiz, Introd.

to Valentin's Anat. du genre Echinus, p. vii, & Observations sur les

progres recens etc., 1841, p. 7).

Prof. Alex. Agassiz recognizes in the genus three species, the

forms T. reevesii and T. gramdosus of Gray being regarded as

synonymous with T. reynaudi, Agass. I have carefully examined

Dr. Gray's types, and have been led to the conclusion that the two

are not representatives of the same species.

The name Toreumaticd^ is ordinarily regarded as a synonym of

Temnopleurus ; but it seems that Dr. Gray nowhere defined it, and

it might well be allowed to fall out.

. 1 P. Z. S. 1879, p. 662.
^ It appears to me to be unnecessary to justify the selection, as a standard of

the diameter of the test, of the regular Eehinida. Save where abnormalities, easily-

enough detected, come to development, it seems plain that it stands in very much
the same relation as the diameter of the human thorax does in measurements of

this character, and is the nearest approach to that relation between the dimensions

of the head and of the thorax which has been found so useful in the case of pro-

portional measurements of the human subject {cf. Liharzik, 'Das Gesetz des

Wachsthums u. der Bau des Menschen,' Wien, 1862, p. 33).

3 See P. Z. S. 1855, p. 39.
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1. Temnopleurus toreumaticus.
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line of the interambulacral arcse ; and though not so deep nor so wide
as iu T. toreiimaticus, they extend almost to tlie base of the primary
tubercles ; on the other side of these tubercles there are narrower and
shallower furrows ; and in the middle line of the ambulacral areae

there are deep sutural pits: all these depressions are much more
distinct above the ambitus than they are on the actinal surface,iu

which point they oifer a striking point of difference from T. reevesii.

The test is by no means thin ; all the ocular plates are excluded from
the anal area ; the outermost, not the innermost, of the three

tubercles on the interambulacral plates is the smallest.

The following are the more important measurements :

—

Diameter.

Gray's type. . 37

32

Height.

18

[48.6]^

16-3

[50]

Abactinal
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considerable variation in the height of the specimens ; the actino-

stome does not diminish so much in size during growth as it does in

T. toreumaticus or T. hardwicldi.

II. MiCROCYPHUS.

The specimens of this genus alter in appearance very greatly

during growth, as may be gathered from the fact that Prof. A.

Agassiz formed a new genus Anthechinus (t-oseus sp.) for some rather

young examples of M. maculatus ; and matters are, unfortunately, a

little complicated by the fact that the young of M. zigzag (as deter-

mined by Prof. Alex. Agassiz) have externally a most remarkable

resemblance to the young of ili. maculatus [Anthechinus 7-oseus).

The information which can be given regarding these two species

is somewhat meagre ; the most interesting point is, perhaps, the

slight extent to which the actinostome of 31. zigzag diminishes in

proportional size during growth.

1. MiCROCYPHUSMACULATUS.
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forms which were collected by Captaia H. C. St. John (H.M.S.
' Sylvia '), and which have been so well described by Mr. W. Percy
Sladen ' as the young of S. sulcata.

The number of specimens of this genus, however, is by no means
large ; and though thus increased it is not yet sufficient to enable us
to answer all the problems which the genus presents to us. On the
other hand, the question of whether or not one should put out such
results as have been attained to, seems to me to be more readily

answered in the affirmative in the case of groups, specimens of which
are notoriously infrequent. In other words, where specimens or series

are scarce, bibliographical aid may be advantageously increased, and
that the more when, as here, very little of that kind of work is al-

ready available. This section of the present communication will

also differ in character from that of the greater part of the rest, by
entering into a fuller account of the constituent species.

The reader shall first be put in possession of the number and charac-
ters of the more important specimens now in the British Museum : —

1. Salmacis bicolor.

a. Two tests, without spines or abactinal plates, buccal membrane,
or dentary apparatus. Coll. Inwood. Hab. ?

b. A fine specimen in spirit, perfect. Coll. H.M.S. 'Challenger.'
Zamboanga.

2. S. DTJSSUMIERI.

a. Four dried denuded specimens. Coll. Inwood, Hab. ?

(The Toreumatica concava of Gray.)
b. One injured denuded test. No history.

3. S. GLOBATOR,vide infra.

4. S. RARISPINA.

a. A denuded specimen with abactinal and anal area complete.
Bondy Head. Earl of Derby.

b. A similar specimen. " Portugal." Purchased of Cuming.
c. Small, denuded. H.M.S. 'Challenger,' Station 188.
d. Two small, with a few spines. H.M.S. ' Challenger.' Station

186.

e. A larger specimen with some spines. H.M.S. ' Challenger,'
Station 186.

/. A small dry test. Coll. Belcher. East Indies.

(/. A small dry test with a few spines. Mindanao. (I place this

specimen here with considerable hesitation.)

5. S. SULCATA.

a. Three small specimens, with some spines. Coll. St. John.
34°38'N, 126° 24' E.

6. Two, with spines, in spirit. H.M.S. 'Challenger,' Island
of Mactan, Cebu, Philippines.

' J. L. S., Zool., xiv. p. 439.
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1. Salmacis bicolor, Ag.

Salmacis hicolor, x\gassiz and Desor, Cat. Rais., Ann. Sc. Nat.
(3).vi. p. 359.

This, when completely covered with spines, is a most beautiful

form : above the ambitus it is covered with short sharp purpHsh red

spines, banded with greenish-yellow ; at and below the ambitus the

spines are much stronger and longer and are more closely packed,
while the colours are reversed in relation, and they may be said to

be of a greenish-yellow, banded with a puri)lish red ; the base, -

however, is always coloured red. Around the actinostome the spines

are still stronger and are completely flattened. The test is well

rounded and by no means conical. The actinal and abactinal arese are

of a moderate size ; a bare median space can, above the ambitus, be
distinctly made out in both the ambulacral and interambulacral arese.

In the denuded test the primary tubercles on the interambulacral
plates are, above the ambitus, best developed on the half of the

plate nearest the ambulacral pores ; about the middle of the side of

the test there are two well developed primary tubercles, and inter-

nally to these there are two smaller ones ; passing upwards these

latter gradually diminish in size till they disappear ; and within a few
plates of the abactinal area the same happens with the outermost
row of tubercles; so that the uppermost of the coronal plates have only
one well-developed primary tubercle each. At the ambitus there

are five well-developed primary tubercles on each interambulacral

plate ; and these tubercles, forming a close mail on the actinal face of

the test, gradually disappear as they pass towards the actinostome.

There is a fairly well-marked series of miliary tubercles running
along the upper edge of each coronal plate ; but these become much
more irregular on the uppermost plates. A dark-coloured band runs
along the sutures of the plates above the ambitus.

On the ambulacral plates the primary tubercles form a single row,
which is placed quite at the outer edge and extends regularly from
pole to pole, gradually decreasing in size as they pass in either direction

from the region of the ambitus ; it is only quite close to the ambitus
that a second row of primary tubercles is at all well-developed. The
actinostome is of a moderate size, not sunken ; its decagonal form is

well marked, the ridges connecting the auricles are low ; the pore-
areas are wide, four pores, or two pairs, being placed in an almost
horizontal line. The sutural pores appear to become indistinct with
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The last specimen had spines of three lengths— 8, 13, and 9a
millims. long being averages.

This species has been very well figured by Uesor (Synopsis des
Echin. fossiies, pi. xvii. figs. 1 1-12).

2. Salmacis dtjssumieri, Ag.

S. dussumieri, Agassiz & Desor, Cat. Rais., Ann. Sci. Nat. (3)
vi. p. 359.

Toreumatica concava, Gray, P. Z. S. 1855, p. 39.

This species is so well marked that it is unnecessary to give as
full an account of it as of the preceding species. It is certainly not
the most nearly allied of the genus to Temnopleurus toreumaticus ;

and Prof. Alex. Agassiz seems to be completely justified in asso-
ciating the Toreumatica concava of Gray with the representatives of
the genus Salmacis '.

Very few spines remain on the five tests in the Museum col-

lection; what there are are quite close to the actinostome, and are
of a milky-white colour ; some must have been of some strength,
and others more delicate ; the longest I could measure was 4 milUms.
long (from a test 32 millims. in diameter). The ocular plates may be
shut out from the anal area ; the anal orifice seems to be placed at the
edge, and not in the centre, of the anal area ; when there are
vertical rows of tubercles on each half of the ambulacral plates, the
tubercles do not form transverse rows, but are set alternately. The
auricles are connected by ridges about half their height.
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enormous abactinal system, its comparatively large anal area, and
its small rounded actinostome with a thin complete edge.

The following measurements of the specimens from Bondy Head
and "Portugal" may be compared with those given by much
younger and by intermediate specimens.
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their tips ; the upper ones are banded with brown, those near the
ambitus with purpHsh brown ; those around the actinostome are
flattened, and the bands become distinctly purple, while the green
is evanescent.

The denuded test, though not unlike that of S. bicolor, is distin-

guished from it by its depressed actinostome, the greater height of
the ridges connecting the auricles, the somewhat narrower ambulacral
pore-areas, and the more distinct sutural pores. The changes
during growth in the proportional size of the actinostome are some-
what striking; and I regret that it is only in the lately acquired
specimens that the abactinal and anal areas are complete, so that it is

impossible to trace the changes which occur in this region. Prof.

Agassiz's specimens seem to be in a somewhat similar plight ; for he
is only able to give the measurements of the abacthial and anal
systems of one of his specimens ; the percentage value of the
abactinal area in the specimen measured by him is 18-5. The great
changes in the proportions of the actinostome point to the necessity

of carefully examining a series of forms before using the size of this

orifice as a specific character.
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sliow that the same specimens can hardly have been described by
both these writers —the only authors who have given us original

accounts. The first description of the species contains the words
" Deux rangees de tubercles sur les aires ambulacraires et sur les

aires interambulacraires ;" in the second we find :
—" In specimens

measuring 60 millims. there are as many as six vertical rows [of

primary tubercles] on each side of the median line at the ambitus in

the interambulacral, and three in the ambulacral space." This

would give twelve interambulacral tubercles, and might therefore

lead us to think that " deux" was a misprint for "douze," were it

not that there are still only six ambulacral tubercles.

Any zoologist who will take the trouble to refer to Mr. Alex.

Agassiz's description, will see that it is impossible to found any
definite opinion on the subject from the data there given ; nor can I

reconcile with one another the two following statements concerning

the species : —(i.) " There are no sutural furrows on the actinal

side ;" and (ii.) " The sutural furrows of lighter colour and yellowish

on the actinal surface."

There are in the Museum collection specimens which can be made
to agree with the greater part of Mr. Alex. Agassiz's deseription

;

and the national collection is credited by him with specimens from the

east and west coasts of Australia. I have searched in vain for spe-

cimens of Salmacis from a locality so described ; but there is a spe-

cimen from the east coast of Australia collected by Stutchbury (?),

which is either a representative of L. Agassiz's S. globator, or is a

member of an undescribed species ; for this specimen has above the

ambitus only one row of primary tubercles in each half of the inter-

ambulacral areoe.

To attempt to resolve the difficulties which beset the determina-

tion of this species, I addressed myself to the distinguished

Jiaturalist who has the care of the Echinodermata in the Museum
d'Histoire Naturelle at Paris, thinking that, as the type of Agassiz

and Desor's species was in the " Collection Deshayes," it was pos-

sible it might be now under his care. Prof. Edmond Perrier re-

sponded to my appeal with a courteous rapidity ; but, unfortunately,

he could only say that the species is not in the Museum of the

Jardin des Plantes. With great kindness he promised to pay a visit

to the Ecole des Mines, as he fancied the species was there ; as,

however, I have not again heard from M. Perrier, I fear that his

search has not been revv^arded.

Whatever course be now adopted, it is obvious that there is one
wjiicli would add to the present existing confusion ; that would be
to propose a new specific name. That course I will not adopt ; and
while it is diflScult to know what to do to escape from the difficulty,

I think the safest course at present is to give a short description of

the two forms, and to supply accurate figures of them both. Not-
withstanding the large number of plates, which form a not incon-

siderable portion of the Revision of the Echini, the only parts that

are figured of the rare and little known iS'. cjlobator is a plate from
the ambulacral tube.
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(a) The specimens with a number of primary tubercles in a

transverse row (Plate XLI. figs. 1, 7).

The test is pretty thick ; the poriferous zones are narrow ; the

acthiostome is of moderate size, and sunken ; the actinal cuts are

very shallow and wide. The test is grey or light brown ; the pori-

ferous zones and the median space of the iuterambulacral area may
be of a yellowish hue. At the ambitus there are, in the inter-

ambulacral area, six or seven tubercles on either side of the middle

line. In the ambulacral area there are three tubercles on each plate ;

all these tubercles are of very much the same size ; they decrease in

number as they pass to the actinal and abactinal poles : but they are

more closely packed on the actinal surface ; for there there is no bare

median space ; there, too, the plates are not quite so wide, and they

are not separated from one another by any sutural furrows. The upper

portion of the plate is occupied by a fairly regular row of miHaries,

The auricles are exceedingly strong and high, as are, too, the con-

necting ridges ; the foramen is not as high as the ridge, and is

triangular. I can give no information regarding the abactinal or

anal areas.

Two specimens measured in diameter 67 millims. ; one was 30

and the other 33 millims. high ; the actinostome of either measured

18 millims. across ; the smallest of the three specimens was 58

millims. in diameter, 40 in height, and had the actinostome 17

millims. broad.

None of the specimens has any known history or locality.

(ft) Specimens with one vertical row of primary tubercles above

the ambitus (Plate XLI. figs. 2, 3, 8).

Test not quite so thick as in (a) ; the actinostome somewhat
smaller, and the cuts deeper ; it is not quite so sunken ; the pori-

ferous zone wider ; the pores frequently have on their outer edge

tubercles, and do not, therefore, occupy a completely marginal posi-

tion on the ambulacral plates.

At the ambitus there is only one large primary tubercle on either

iuterambulacral plate ; this is rather nearer the outer than the

inner edge of the plate ; and on either side of it there are two or

three distinct secondaries. On the actinal surface there are four,

three, or two tubercles, large, and of much the same size, on every

iuterambulacral plate ; below the ambitus in the ambulacral area

there are two rows of primary tubercles ; and from the ambitus to

the actinostome two rows, gradually decreasing in size, are inter-

calated between these ; above the ambitus the outer rows, which are

continued to the abactinal pole, decrease at first rapidly in size.

The other rows are likewise continued some way up the side of the

test ; but the tubercles diminish so much in size that they are with

difficulty to be distiiiguished from the miliaries.

The anus is large, the genital rings narrow, the madreporite not

much larger than the other genital plates ; the ocular plates are

excluded from the anal area. The auricles are very well developed,

but the connecting ridges are rather low ; the foramen is a little

larger than in the form just described, is triangular, and is just
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higher than the connecting ridge. The sutural furrows are barely

indicated ; there are pores, not pits, in the middle line.

Australia (coll. J. B. Jukes). E. coast Australia (Stutchbury ?).
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appended Table will show very clearly that the abacthial, aaal, and

actinal areas rather vary in individuals than grow smaller with age ;

in this point the species resembles rather Anihli/pneustes than

Temnopleurus. The specimens vary considerably in colour, being :n

some cases banded with bright red and altogether devoid of a

greenish hue ; in another the bands are not purplish, but of a darker

green at the base ; in others the base of the spine is not light green,

but is of a dark straw-colour. The variations in height are shown

by the measurements to extend within wide limits.
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It is with some hesitation that I inckide in this rather unsatisfac-

tory series the first and second examples, the great difficulty in the

way of associating them with the larger specimens being the much

greater proportional size of the tubercles on the test ; other forms,

however, present just the same relation, and the difference in tlie

proportional size of the tubercles in examples iii. and vii. is itself

sufficiently striking.

Two of the specimens in the Museumcollection are stated to have

been collected at the Cape of Good Hope. The test is sometimes

reddisli or purplish in colour, and it is not always that all the ocular

plates are shut off from the anal area.

2. Amblypneustes griseus. (Plate XLI. figs. 4, 5, 6.)

The Table just following shows that there is a considerable varia-

tion in the pro])ortions of the species ; it will, however, be pointed

out that these differences are associated with others which led to the

possibility of their being diflerent sex-forms. In any case, it is,

without a large series of specimens, impossible to see fully how these

differences run, and I am convinced that no good would be gained

by attempting to affix distinct names to the two forms. Younger

specimens than have yet come to hand will resolve some of the

difficulties, and an examination of living specimens will do even

more.
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in other points they are almost exactly alike. Is it possihle that

they are different sex-forms of the same species ?

3. Amblypneustes formosus.

Capt. Hutton states (Trans. New-Zealand Inst. ix. p. 3'j2) that

his E. elevatus (Catal. N.-Z. Echiuodermata, p. 11) is synonymous
with this species.

There are, as is well known, a niimher of specimens of this species

to which it is easy enough to allot their place, and the only diffi-

culties which arise are those which are consequent on the close

affinity of the species A. pallidus.

What is of especial interest to note is that here, just as in the

forms united ivnder the head of A. griseus, there are two very

distinct sizes of the genital pores ; the distinction is obvious enough
when a few specimens are carefully observed ; but there is no great

difference in the moderately-sized madreporic plate, nor can I arrive

at any definite correlation of differences in proportion, similar to

those already noticed in A. griseiis. It is to be hoped that natu-

ralists, who are enabled to get their specimens fresh, will be able to

discover with what difference, if any, in the characters of the genital

organs this difference is connected. I have been anxious to find

some means of expressing this difference : —first, for the purpose of

affording a standard to those who are also working at this subject

;

and, secondly, for the purpose of presenting the difference in rela-

tions distinctly to the minds of those who take a less special interest

in the matter. By the kindness of a colleague I was provided with

four entomological pins of different sizes ; the most delicate was

almost exactly half the diameter of the strongest ; their numbers,

for which neither he nor I are responsible, are respectively 2, 17,

14, 16. No. 2 is the most delicate, and no. 14 is thicker than no. 17 ;

and no. 16 is the thickest, and is rather more delicate than an

ordinary toilet-pin.

i. A specimen measuring 34"5 millims. in diameter just allowed

the insertion of pin 16 into one of the genital pores.

ii. A specimen measuring 35" 1 millims. in diameter was injured

by pin 1 7.

iii. A specimen measuring 28 millims. would only admit the tip

of pin 2.

iv. A specimen measuring 20'5 millims. easily admitted pin 17,

and just refused 14.

v. A specimen measuring 21 millims. only admitted just the tip

of pin 2.

Two series are therefore quite evident.

Prof. A. Agassiz has directed attention by his figures to the

depressed and oviform varieties of the test ; the succeeding Table
illustrates this well enough, as it shows that the height may be only

84*1 or as much as 102 per cent, of the diameter of the test; the

three other specimens present, however, a very striking similarity in

proportion.

29*
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Absolute
diameter

1
in millims.
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For the purpose of this investigation it is unnecessary to enter into

a detailed comparison of the two admirable sets of figures of A.

formosus and A. pallidus given by Valenciennes in the jilates to the

' Voyage de la ' Venus,'
'

' for there is no question as to the existence

of two very different forms ; the difficulty lies rather in the presence

of intermediate forms. Thus both Valenciennes and Agassiz would

seem to look upon the rarer sutural pores of A. pallidus as an

important distinction ; but specimens, and those always small, will

be found in which these pores are just as numerous as in A. formosus ;

and, on the other hand, there may be found examples of A. formosus
in which the sutural pores are just as rare as in the typical A. pallidus.

Again, although they are rare, secondaries and miliaries are to be

found in the poriferous zones of A. formosus, and may be rare enough
in A. pallidus.

I am, on the whole, inclined to keep these two species distinct;

the differences in proportion are differences which, if, on further

investigation, the results here attained to shall be confirmed, should

of themselves be regarded as at least of equal value with such emi-

nently variable characters as the number of pores or the distribution

of miliary tubercles. But, while I thus exhibit a somewhat stronger

inclination than Prof. Agassiz to keep the species separate, I shall,

no less than he, look out anxiously for those intermediate forms, of

which he speaks with such confidence.
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EXPLANATIONOF PLATE XLI.

Fig. L Test of Salmacis glohator (form a), p. 431 ; nat. size.

2. ,, „ (form /3) ; nat. size.

3. Apical area of S. glohator, ft ; some-what magnified.

4. Apical area of Jmbfyjmeustes ffHseus, p. 436, from a specimen with large

generative pores; somewhat magnified.

5. 6. A. griseus ; the two forms, showing the difference in the width of the

poriferous zone ; nat. size.

7. Outline sketch of auricle of S. glohator, a.

8- ,, „ „ /3.

3. Notes on some Japanese Mammalia. By Dr. A.

GuNTHER,F.R.S., Keepar of the Zoological Department,

British Museum.

[Received May 22, 1880.]

(Plate XLII.)

I have recently had the opportunity of examining two collections

of Mammalia made by Messrs. H. Pryer and C. Maries in various

parts of the Japanese islands. Several desiderata and the more in-

teresting specimens were acquired for the British Museum, and on

some of them I beg to offer the following remarks.

Urotrichus talpoides, Temm. (Plate XLII.)

During the examination of the series of specimens in the British

Museum I have met with some points which do not seem to have

been hitherto noticed in the descriptions of this species.

1. Tlie colour of dried specimens is a dark sooty brown ; and the

same coloration I notice in an adult female, preserved in spirits,

obtained by Mr. Maries near the river Nikko, in Nippon. This spe-

cimen is adult, as shown by the fully developed condition of its

generative organs. A second female (Plate XLII. fig. B), found by
Mr. Pryer near Yokohama, likewise fully adult, possesses a fur of a

highly iridescent colour, a bright sapphire-green being visible in

whatever direction the animal is viewed. I cannot observe any other

difference between this and the former specimen, except that it has

the tail beset with longer and denser hairs. It would be interesting

to know whether the iridescence of the hairs is apparent at certain

seasons of the year only.

2. In the milk-dentition of an immature example, the skull of

which, however, is 26 millims. long, I notice that each of the anterior

incisors is strongly lobate on its outer margin near the base ; also the

second incisor shows an indication of a similar lobe, and is much less

conical than its successor ; the premolars and molars of the milk-

as well as permanent dentition show a remarkable agreement both as

regards number and form..

I have compared on this occasion with the Japanese species the

North-American Urotrichus gibbsii, Bd., of which an adult male


